SEND: Around the World
Course overview

Build confidence by sharing ideas. You will be able to look at parts of the world people go to visit and learn about why people choose to
go to the places they do. You will be able to build communication skills during classroom discussions, make choices, share ideas and
experiences with people and build personal interests that can be explored outside of College.
What will I study?

You will:




Talk about why people choose certain places to visit and what sorts of places people like visiting
Explore how people get to their destinations
Find out about things that are different in other counties such as flags, national costumes and languages

Assessment method





You will also take part in Q&A sessions and discussion to confirm your understanding.
There will be classroom activities which you will also receive verbal and written feedback for.
You will put together a folder of work that will receive written and verbal feedback.

Entry requirements






Listen & respond to other people within the class, joining in with discussions and activities
Follow requests and instructions containing 2 key words, signs or symbols
Make requests independently, for example by vocalising, signing or using symbols, share ideas or preferences
Indicate an object or person using one or two key words, signs or symbols

What should I bring with me?

An A4 folder, A4 notepad and a pen.
Key information

Where possible this course will take place on site with social distancing measures in place. In the event of a lockdown, the course will
take place online via MS Teams or via a remote learning pack.
Possible next steps

Following the successful completion of this course, you will be supported to enroll on to other courses suitable for you such one of our
other Getting Around.. Courses, Personal Development through Drama, Relationships & Boundaries or other Health or Life Skills
courses available at the college.
Contact us

Our friendly staff can give you further advice and support.

email: adultcollegeenquiries@lbbd.gov.uk

call: 020 8270 4722

